Fall 2011 Speaker Series

Tuesday, September 20, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
Producing Bollywood: The Hindi Film Industry in an Age of Neoliberalism
Tejaswini Ganti
Department of Anthropology, New York University
(Co-sponsored by Department of Anthropology)

Tuesday, September 27, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
“Turns on a Carpet”: Ethnographic Fiction as Activist Scholarship
Carol M. Babiracki
Department of Art and Music Histories, Syracuse University

Tuesday, October 11, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
From Migration to Citizenship: Indians in Mauritius, 1986-1946
Yoshina Hurgobin
History Department, Syracuse University

Tuesday, October 25, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
Landscapes of Expression: Affective Encounters in South Indian Filmmaking
Anand Pandian
Department of Anthropology, John Hopkins University
(Co-sponsored by Department of Anthropology)

Tuesday, November 1, 8:00 pm
Setnor Auditorium
“Steve Gorn in Concert” North Indian classical flute, with tabla accompaniment

Tuesday, November 15, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
The discourse between lay people and the experts on unknown etiology of Chronic kidney Disease in Sri Lanka
Chandani Liyanage
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka

Tuesday, December 6, 12:30 pm
341 Eggers Hall
“Vango Maami!”: Class and Caste Community-building in Chennai and Madurai, Tamilnadu
Nicole Wilson
Department of Anthropology, Syracuse University